
I'm going to be BRAVE to

start something NEW!

GET DRESSED WITH LESS STRESS- PART 1
H O M E W O R K

Either use a sharpie to write this on a sticky note OR simply cut this out and use tape to
stick it somewhere that you'll see it often. Maybe your bathroom mirror, on your computer,
or in your car. Where ever it will be front and center, especially for these next few days.

GET INSPIRED
You can't expect to think of great outfits without being inspired.

Open Pinterest and look up keywords such as:
summer fashion
curvy women's fashion
casual fashion
work outfits for women, etc. 
Think of your outfit goals and get creative with your search words and see what comes up.

Then pin and create a Pinterest board of any outfits that speak to you. I call my board "Daily Style
Inspo"
Go crazy! Let yourself go down a rabbit hole of inspiration and collect a good amount of pictures.

If you don't have Pinterest and don't want to start one you can do this on Instagram.
Search similar words and look at posts that come up.
Book mark the posts that speak to you. If you don't know how to bookmark, it's the symbol on the
bottom right of the post. In your bookmarks, you can even create a collection board to hold all of
these style pics.

PINTEREST:

INSTAGRAM:

GOOGLE + YOUR PHONE:
ANDDDD if you don't want to do it on Pinterest or Instagram you can google these same phrases and
see what comes up. Save pictures or screenshot them and add them to an album on your phone.

In the next lesson, I will tell you how beneficial this will be in your style journey IN SO MANY WAYS!
But for now, just start collecting. As a side note though, try to collect pictures of people in outfits with
your same body type. We are using these as inspiration and I don't want you to collect all these pictures
of outfits but it is on body types that won't work for you. Just something to keep in mind.


